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Abstract
Code mixing is the linguistic phenomenon
where bilingual speakers tend to switch between two or more languages in conversations. Recent work on code-mixing in computational settings has leveraged social media
code mixed texts to train NLP models. For capturing the variety of code mixing in, and across
corpus, Language ID (LID) tags based measures (CMI) have been proposed. Syntactical
variety/patterns of code-mixing and their relationship vis-a-vis computational model’s performance is under explored. In this work, we investigate a collection of English(en)-Hindi(hi)
code-mixed datasets from a syntactic lens to
propose, SyM CoM , an indicator of syntactic
variety in code-mixed text, with intuitive theoretical bounds. We train SoTA en-hi PoS tagger,
accuracy of 93.4%, to reliably compute PoS
tags on a corpus, and demonstrate the utility of
SyM CoM by applying it on various syntactical categories on a collection of datasets, and
compare datasets using the measure.
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Figure 1: Two sentences, having same language patterns,
but the syntactic nature of the switched units are different - VERB is switched in Ex 1, NOUNS are switched
in Ex 2.

ferent metrics of complexity of code-mixing have
been proposed such as CMI, Ratio-based measures
time-course measures and memory-based measures
(Guzmán et al., 2017; Gambäck and Das, 2016).
But as Srivastava and Singh (2021) points out, these
metrics are limited, partly because they are primarily based on language switch patterns at the token
level, being completely agnostic to structural features.

Introduction

Code-mixing refers to mixing of linguistic units
and structures from multiple languages in a single utterance and/or conversation (Myers-Scotton,
1997). The complexity of code-mixing can be intuitively understood as the degree of structural interleaving between the languages at the level of
the lexicon and morpho-syntax (Myers-Scotton,
1997), and also at the level of pragmatic and sociolinguistic functions of code-mixing in a linguistic
community (Begum et al., 2016; Annamalai, 2001;
Malhotra, 1980). It is an important notion that is
linguistically well-studied and provides insights
into cognitive and cultural aspects of human language. Additionally, quantification of this complexity has recently attracted attention of computational linguists because studies have shown that the
performance of the same model can widely vary
on different code-mixed corpora. As a result, dif-

For instance, Figure 1 shows en−hi code-mixed
sentences with the same language tag distribution,
but in Example (1), verb is switched, while in (2)
nouns are switched. The former seems much more
complex and difficult to process cognitively and
computationally, than the latter, where switching
seems to be an extension of noun-borrowing (Bali
et al., 2014). Motivated by such cases, in this paper,
we ask the following research question: Can syntactic category information be deduced and used
as a measure of structural complexity of a codemixed sentence and corpus? We attempt to tackle
this question by formulating: Syntactic Measure
of Code Mixing SyM CoM , a simple metric that
encodes the distributional difference of various syntactic categories across languages in a sentence.
SyM CoM can be computed for any corpora, as
long as there is a reasonably accurate POS tagger
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for the code-mixed language pair.
Through empirical studies of several existing
en-hi code-mixed corpora we provide, for the first
time, a strong quantitative evidence in support of a
widely held theoretical notion that Open class categories (e.g., noun, adjectives) are more likely to be
switched than the closed class categories (e.g., pronouns, verbs) within a sentence. Further, we show
that different corpora have significantly different
distribution of SyM CoM values.

2

SyMCoM: Syntactic Measure of Code
Mixing

A quantitative measure of syntactic variation in
code mixing patterns should ideally encode: a)
Category of Switch i.e whether or not a PoS tag
or syntactic category is switched?; b) Degree /
Contrast : If a syntactic unit is switched, what is
the level of contrast between L1 and L2 for that
unit?
To encode the aforementioned properties, we
propose a Syntactic Measure of Code Mixing
(SyM CoMSU ), which is defined as:

SyM CoMsent =

X CountSU
SU

len

×|SyM CoMSU |

(2)
SyM Comsent is bounded between [0,1]. Values
closer to zero indicate that L1 and L2 contribute
nearly equally for most types of SU s in the sentence, whereas values close to 1 indicate that in the
sentence each SU is majorly contributed by a single language. Note that while a low SyM CoMsent
implies that the tokens in a sentence are nearly
equally contributed by the two languages, a high
SyM CoMsent does not say anything about the language distribution of the tokens.
SyM CoMsent can be averaged over the corpus
to capture the syntactic variation at a corpus level:
SyM CoMsent
# sentences in corpus
sent
(3)
Equation 1 can be extended to any arbitrary subset of POS categories, of which the Open Class
(content words - Noun, Adjectives, Verbs, etc.)
and Closed Class (function words - Adpositions,
Pronouns, Demonstratives, etc.) are of special interest; we will refer to these as SyM CoMOP EN
and SyM CoMCLOSED respectively.
In Figure 1, SyM CoMSU scores are computed
for two en-hi code-mixed sentences, whose CMI
scores are equal. For each utterance, we calculate
the number of nouns and verbs belonging to L1 =
en and L2 = hi. In Example 1, SyM CoMN OU N
= -1, indicating that L2 is contributing all the
Nouns in this sentence. The opposite polarity of
SyM CoMV ERB indicates that all the verbs are
contributed by L1 .
SyM CoMcorpus =

(CountSUL1 ) − (CountSUL2 )
P2
i=1 CountSULi
(1)
Here, SU is a syntactic unit; for this study, we
will assume that SU represent word-level syntactic
categories namely Parts-of-Speech (POS) tags such
as Nouns and Verbs, or a class of PoS tags such as
Open and Closed classes. CountSULi represents
the count of the syntactic unit SU for language
Li (i ∈ {1, 2}) within a sequence of words codemixed between languages L1 and L2 . Without loss
of generality, we will consider this sequence to be
a sentence, though it could be an utterance, paragraph or even a document. SyM CoMSU score is
bounded between [-1,1] and defined only for SU s
that occur at least once in the sentence.
The polarity of SyM CoMSU indicates the language, among L1 and L2, that is contributing
higher number of tokens for a particular SU , and
its absolute value captures the degree of skew towards a particular language. If SyM CoMSU is
closer to zero, it indicates that the contribution of
L1 and L2 for SU is balanced.
We define the SyM CoMsent score for a
sentence, as the weighted average of absolute
SyM CoMSU scores for all SU , where the weights
SyM CoMSU =

are the fraction of tokens in the sentence belonging
to an SU .
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X

Experiments & Discussion

To demonstrate the utility of the proposed
SyM CoM measure, we analyse a) en-hi
code-mixed corpus; b) compare SyM CoMsent
SyM CoMcorpus score across different datasets.
To compute SyM CoM scores we need token wise
LID and PoS tags. We use pre-trained character
level BiLSTM Language ID tagger released by
(Bhat et al., 2018) for obtaining token wise LIDs.
We train our PoS tagger using the en-hi Universal
Dependency dataset released by (Bhat et al., 2017,
2018), which used Universal Dependency tagset
(de Marneffe et al., 2014).
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Figure 2: (a) The peak of the curves indicates that CLOSED class words are commonly used in a single language
while OPEN class words are spread out, hence, are contributed by both languages. (b) SyM CoMSU score of
VERB (Open Class) is highly correlated with Closed class tags.

3.1 en-hi Code Mix PoS tagger
The GLUECoS (Khanuja et al., 2020) and LinCE
(Aguilar et al., 2020) benchmarks indicate that
multilingual transformer based encoder models mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have matched or outperformed the SoTA on the specific PoS tagging
tasks, while showing sub par performance on more
complex semantic tasks such as Sentiment Analysis
and Natural Language Inference.
Model

Accuracy

Bhat et al. (2018)
Mod. mBERT (Khanuja
et al., 2020)
XLM-R

91.9%
88.06%
92.75%

Table 1: PoS Tagger Performance

We fine-tune XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020) to
obtain best-performing PoS Tagger. In Table 1
we compare accuracy of our best-performing finetuned XLM-R model against previous results reported in GLUECoS benchmark, and Bhat et al.
(2018). In addition to accuracy, we also analyse
the class wise performance, and we note that ADV,
INTJ, PROPN have f1 lower than 0.85. SyM CoM
measure depends on the accuracy of the PoS tags
and the potency of PoS tagger impacts the usability
of the score. We recommend that for SyM CoM
scores, the corresponding accuracy of detecting
syntactic unit shall be taken into account, and
SyM CoM scores be computed for syntactic units
which can be detected with a higher accuracy. Further training details for the PoS tagger are listed in
Appendix A.

Using the LID and PoS tags, for each Syntactic
Unit considered, the language specific counts are
computed - SULi . SyM CoMSU scores for particular syntactic unit are then calculated using the
counts SULi as mentioned in Equation 1.
3.2

Analysis of en-hi Code Mixed Corpus

To demonstrate the utility of the proposed
SyM CoM measure, we analyse en-hi code-mixed
corpus. We collect publicly available codemixed en-hi datasets released for various tasks:
shared tasks, code mixed benchmarks (GLUECoS,
LINCE), text classification, Machine translation,
among others- remove any monolingual sentences,
and created a corpus of 55,474 sentences, details of
the datasets used are in Appendix C. SyM CoM
scores, along with CMI score (Gambäck and Das,
2016), are computed for the collected corpus, and
compared.
Figure 2(a) shows the distribution of
SyM CoMSU scores for Open and Closed class
units. The skewed nature of SyM COMCLOSED
indicates that Closed class words are not
mixed, and are provided by either L1 or L2.
SyM CoMOP EN , on the other hand, is more
spread out indicating that in code-mixed sentences
the Open class tokens are contributed by both
en and hi. Figure 2(b) indicates correlations
of SyM CoM scores for all the PoS categories.
Higher correlation scores indicate the tendency
of the particular PoS tag pair to switch together.
Similar to Figure 2(a), the correlations indicate that
closed class tokens are from the same language.
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Figure 4: SyM CoMsent scores for various benchmark
datasets for individual PoS tags. The plot represents
mixing specific to each PoS tag. Across benchmarks,
NOUN is highly switched, followed by VERB. But
other PoS tags are largely monolingual.

Figure 3: SyM CoMsent scores for various benchmark
datasets. The plot represents the syntactic variation
across benchmark datasets which encode the switching
within PoS tag categories.

Interestingly, verb is also highly correlated with
closed class categories. The high correlation
can be attributed to the fact that the finite verbs,
along with closed class words, govern syntactical
structure of a sentence, similar to the notion of
matrix language. According to (Joshi, 1982),
certain categories including pronouns, adpositions
and finite verbs cannot be switched from the matrix
language.

over the dataset, by averaging the absolute value of
SyM CoMSU score. Nouns and verbs are mixed
the most, across all datasets while other PoS tags
remain largely monolingual.

Figure 3 shows the SyM CoMsent distribution
over sentences for several code-mixed corpora
taken from the GLUECoS (Khanuja et al., 2020)
and LINCE (Aguilar et al., 2020) benchmarks.
Clearly, the 7 corpora has distinct SyM CoM signatures. While LINCE POS and NER has very
similar normal-like distributions with mean 0.5, all
the other datasets seem to be right skewed showing less syntactic complexity. Most GLUECoS
datasets show a bimodal distribution with a major peak between 0.6 and 0.8, and a minor peak
at 1, indicating that a significant fraction of the
sentences have syntactically simple code-mixing
patterns, and most being only moderately syntactically complex. GLUECoS POS dataset though
have four peaks including one at 0 implying a more
complex and diverse set of sentences.
Table 2 reports the SyM CoMcorpus and CMI
score. Datasets with seemingly similar CMI
scores (LINCE LID and LINCE NER), have
different SyM CoMcorpus scores, indicating that
SyM CoM is capturing syntactic property of
datasets not captured in CMI scores. Figure 4
shows the SyM CoMSU scores for each PoS tag,
and compared for the benchmark datasets. We average the SyM CoMSU scores for each PoS tag

Dataset
LINCE LID
GLUECoS LID
LINCE POS
GLUECoS POS
LINCE NER
GLUECoS NER
GLUECoS Sentiment

SyM CoMcorpus
0.67
0.64
0.52
0.64
0.48
0.63
0.69

CMI
22.68
78.26
28.04
68
25.26
133
72.8

Table 2: SyM CoMcorpus and CMI measures for benchmark En-Hi datasets. SyM CoMcorpus is bounded between [0,1] while CMI > 0. For datasets with similar CMI scores, SyM CoMcorpus is able to distinguish
datasets.

4

Conclusion & Limitations

In this work, we have proposed SyM CoM , a
syntax-aware measure of code-mixing, to analyze
code-mixed corpora from a syntactic perspective.
Our analysis confirms a few important tenets of
the matrix language theory, including the fact that
CLOSED class categories and (finite) verbs are less
likely to be switched. Additionally, we have trained
a English-Hindi (Hinglish) PoS Tagger using XLMR which is able to achieve state-of-the-art-results.
SyM CoM relies on the strength of PoS tagger
and LID tagger . The errors made by the tagger
would propagate into the subsequent analysis thus
adding noise to the SyM CoM scores as well. Extending SyM CoM to code-mixing between 3 or
more languages and to deeper syntactic structures
(nested phrases) are left as part of future work.
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Appendix
A

PoS Tagger Training and Performance
Details

We conducted preliminary experiment for PoS tagging using - XLM-R, mBERT, IndicBERT (Kakwani et al., 2020), MURiL (Khanuja et al., 2021),
and results indicate that XLM-R with normalised
inputs (romanised Hindi tokens are converted to
their Devanagari counterpart), outperforms other
models. We run further fine-tuning experiments on
XLM-R to obtain optimal performing PoS Tagger.
We tested three approaches : Method 1: Leverage
Transfer from larger Monolingual UD datasets by
fine tuneing XLM-R on Hindi and English Monolingual UD datasets PoS tagging , followed by fine
tuning on en-hi UD dataset; Method 2: Directly
fine tune XLM-R on UD Code mix hi-en dataset,
using the un-normalised tokens i.e romanised hindi
tokens are in roman script; Method 3: Directly fine
tune XLM-R on UD Code mix hi-en dataset, using
the normalised tokens i.e romanised hindi tokens
are in Devanagari script
Split
Train
Dev
Test

Num. of
Samples

Num of
Tokens

1,448
225
225

20,203
3,411
3,295

All the results are reported on the normalised inputs.
Fine-tuned XLM-R model
outperforms the previous results reported on
this dataset. Trained model checkpoint can
be found at https://huggingface.co/
prakod/en-hi-pos-tagger-symcom.

Figure 6: Class wise performance of PoS tagger. We
can see that the certain classes like ADV, INTJ, PROPN
have lowwer performance compared to other classes.

B
Table 3: Statistics of en-hi UD Dataset

Table 3 shows that the size of dataset used for
training and validation isn’t large, hence, for the
best performing model, we try to assess the variation in results due to different seeds and data shuffling, show in Figure 5. Highest accuracy achieved
by the model is 93.34%, with µ = 92.75% and
σ = 0.35.

In Figure 7 examples are selected from the corpus
on which the SyM CoM scores were computed
using the LID and POS tagger outputs. We contrast the CMI score against SyM CoM scores using these examples. Example (1) and (2) have same
CMI score, however syntactic signature of codemixing is quite distinct. In example (2), nouns and
adjective are contributed by en, while in example
(1) nouns are contributed by hi. Similarly in example (3) SyM CoM score for [NOUN,ADJ] is zero
indicating that both en and hi contribute equal number of tokens belonging to the syntactical category
of [NOUN,ADJ].

C
Figure 5: Variation in PoS tagging performance for
different values of random seeds and data shuffling. Best
accuracy is 93.4%,least being 92.4%.

Example Sentences from the collection
of Datasets

Dataset Sources

In Table 4, we list all the sources used to construct
our 55K sentence corpus of English-Hindi codemixing. The data is representative of a wide variety of code-mixing including Hate Speech, Stance
478

Figure 7: Example sentences demonstrate that the sentences having different SyMCoM scores, and SyMCoM scores
sentences can distinguish between sentences with similar CMI. Color indicate LID tags, where in en , hi , ne

Detection, Humor Detection and conversational
systems.
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LINCE Benchmark
GLUECoS Benchmark
Sentiment Analysis
Semeval-2020 Sentiment Analysis
Machine Translation
Aggression Detection Shared Task
Hate Speech Detection
Stance Detection
Stance Detection
Sarcasm Detection
Humor Detection
Code Mixed Goal Oriented Conversation Systems
ICON 2015-2016 PoS LID Contest
FIRE 2013-16 Tasks
Information Retrieval
Sentiment Analysis

(Aguilar et al., 2020)
(Khanuja et al., 2020)
(Prabhu et al., 2016)
(Patwa et al., 2020)
(Dhar et al., 2018)
(Kumar et al., 2018)
(Bohra et al., 2018)
(Swami et al., 2018b)
(Sane et al., 2019)
(Swami et al., 2018a)
(Khandelwal et al., 2018)
(Banerjee et al., 2018)
(Das)
(Banerjee et al., 2020)
(Chakma and Das, 2016)
(Patra et al., 2018)

Table 4: English-Hindi Code mix datasets used to construct the 55K sentence corpus. SyM CoM scores are
calculated on the collected sentences. LINCE and GLUECoS benchmark datasets are used to contrast syntactic
variety of code mixing across datasets.
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